
PET ACCEPTANCE AND INFORMATION FORM

Dear Guest,

 Pet  owner  guests  are  planned  to  accommodate  only  in  specific  pet-friendly  rooms  which  determined  by  hotel
management.

 Our hotel  management does not undertake to accept any pet that is wanted to be brought into the hotel.  The hotel
management has the right to take any pet to the hotel or to take the pet out of the hotel if necessary, even if the pet owner’s stay
has not expired. 

 The purebred breeds and crosses mentioned below are not accepted in our facility:

* Pitbull Terrier * Fila Brasiliero
* American Pitbull * Dogo Argentino
* Amerikan Staffordshire Terrier                    * Kangal Shepherd Dog
* Staffordshire Bullterrier * Caucasian Shepherd Dog
* Bullterrier * Mastiff
* American Bulldog * Mastino Napoleta
* Doberman and so on.

 Please follow ‘PET EXIT’ directions so that the pets can reach the outside garden directly, not indirectly from inside the
hotel. 

 We have in our garden, next to the ‘PET EXIT’ an area with bath for our friends.

 There is a special ‘Pet Towel’ for your pets in the rooms. Please dry your pet with this towel. 

 The documents (pets’ regular health certificates, vaccination ID cards/pet passports etc.) showing that your pet has
been  vaccinated  against  all  infectious  diseases  and  parasites  and  up-to  date   vaccinations  must  be  presented  to  the  hotel
management upon arrival and kept during accommodation. In case of lack of relevant documents, pets are not accepted to the
hotel.

 Pet acceptance to the hotel is limited up to 35kg, maximum of 2 pets per room and a daily fee per pet is charged which
is  determined  by  the  hotel  management.  There  is  no  charge  for  guide  dogs  (that  provide  medical  or  emotional  support,
accompany our blind and deaf guests). 

 2021 Pet Accommodation Prices:  

 June – September 20€ /per pet per day
 October – December 10 € / per pet per day

 Pets must be kept under control and surveillance on a leash and with a muzzle at all times in the general areas of our
hotel. Pets are not left unattended and the hotel cannot be held responsible for any inconvencies among pets.

 Your pet must be either outside of the room or on a leash and with a muzzle inside the room under your control during
the room cleaning. You must inform the reception about the room cleaning time.

 Pets are not allowed to be in food and beverage units( restaurants, bars etc.), around pools and on the beach even in
cages. Guide dogs (that provide medical or emotional support,  accompany our blind and deaf guests) are excluded from this
application.

 Food cannot be taken out of restaurants and food and beverage units for your pets.

 Pets are accepted to be in the following areas on a leash and with a muzzle under your control: 

 Limak Arcadia :
 Limak Limra :
 Limak Cyprus :

 You as a pet owner guest is expected to be responsible and sensitive to the necessary cleaning needs after pet walks in
and around the hotel general areas.

 You as a pet owner is directly responsible for illnesses, injuries, or injuries caused by your pet or damages caused by your
pet to the hotel business, third parties, and other pet within the hotel areas. All the costs; repairment of damages caused by pets,
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additional cleaning costs (also including the parasite disinfection of the room), labour fees and medical costs that may be required for
staff and/or guest(s) are charged to the pet owner guest. 

 If your pet has liability insurance against third parties, you need to present a copy of it to the hotel management. 

 You as a pet owner guest accept that you will  exempt the hotel, the owner and the hotel affiliates from any personal
damage, loss and liabilities that may arise from or due to your pet. 

 If you as a pet owner guest does not comply with the specified rules and/or your pet is found to be disturbing other
guests, or your pet behaviours are found to disturb other guests during their resting hours (14:00-17:00 and 21:00-08:00) the
hotel management has the right to make room change and/or may request that your pet to leave the hotel in order to prevent the
discomforts of other guests accommodations. In such a case, our hotel will not refund any fees. Limak ….. Hotel does not accept
any responsibility for the expenses arising from the accommodation of your pet in another place.

 The following equipments for your pet to be used in the room will be provided by us during your accommodation upon
your request. 

 Food and Water Bowl
 Pet Bed
 Cat Toilet and Litter

 Pet food is brought/supplied by the pet owner guest. In case of forgetting, it can be asked from the hotel management for
an extra fee. You can order your pet’s needs from the pet room service menu. 

 In case the pet uses medication, the medication must followed up by the pet owner.

 The above conditions were read and explained to me, I declare that there is no contagious or non-communicable disease
at my pet that I brought to the hotel and all vaccines have been made. I am the responsible for all damages that my pet will cause to
other pets, guests, staff, hotel and a limited number of people who are not specifies in the hotel  and accept and undertake in
advance that I will accept the consequences that may ocur if I act contrary to the pet accommodation conditions of the hotel and
compensate the damages.

PET OWNER GUEST NAME AND SURNAME:…………………………………………………………………….……………………….

PET NAME                                                  :……………………………………………………………………………………………..

PET TYPE                                                   :……………………………………………………….…………………………………….

ACCOMMODATION DATE                           :………………………………….………………………………………………………….

SIGNATURE                                               :……………………………………………………………………………………………..
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